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———————————————————————

disordering and releasing the myosin heads, enabling

ABSTRACT

their interaction with thin filaments. This atomic model

———————————————————————

has opened the way to the understanding of the molecular

The sliding of thick filaments along thin

mechanism of the myosin-linked regulation of striated

filaments is produced by the active shortening of the
striated muscle during contraction, and is controlled by

muscle contraction.
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molecular switches in the thin and/or thick filaments. In

myosin_regulation, thick_filaments, 3D_reconstruction

spite of advances on the elucidation of the molecular

———————————————————————

mechanism of actin-linked regulation, the myosin-linked

RESUMEN

regulation mechanism has been less amenable to

———————————————————————

structural studies, due to the low resolution of the three-

El deslizamiento de los filamentos gruesos a lo

dimensional (3D) reconstruction maps. A combination of

largo de los filamentos delgados es producido por el

adequate specimens, an improved negative staining

acortamiento activo del músculo estriado durante la

method that preserve myosin heads helices and the use of

contracción, la cual es controlada por interruptores

improved

the

moleculares en los filamentos delgados y/o gruesos. A

calculation of a 5 nm resolution 3D-map. This 3D-map

pesar de los avances en la dilucidación del mecanismo

was interpreted with the available myosin head structural

molecular de la regulación ligada a actina, el mecanismo

information, but the fitting of atomic structures remained

de regulación ligado a la miosina ha sido menos accesible

ambiguous due to the limited resolution. Cryo-electron

a los estudios estructurales, dada la baja resolución de los

microscopy (EM) of frozen-hydrated tarantula thick

mapas de reconstrucciones tridimensionales (3D). Una

filaments extended resolution to 2.5 nm, and the use of

combinación de especimenes adecuados, un método de

single

the

tensión negativa mejorado que preserva las hélices de

calculation of a 2.5 nm 3D-map. This 3D-map was

cabezas de miosina y el uso de técnicas mejoradas de

interpreted

heavy

reconstrucción, permitió el cálculo de un mapa 3D a 5

meromyosin atomic structure to it, leading to the atomic

nm de resolución. Este mapa 3D fue interpretado con la

model of the relaxed thick filament, which revealed intra-

información disponible de la estructura de la cabeza de

and intermolecular interactions that keep myosin heads

miosina, pero por la resolución limitada el ajuste de las

forming helices closer to the backbone surface. EM and

estructuras atómicas era ambiguo. La crio-microscopia

X-ray evidences suggested that phosphorylation of

electrónica (ME) de filamentos gruesos de tarántula

myosin regulatory light chains is involved in breaking

congelado-hidratados extendió la resolución a 2.5 nm, y

these interactions, activating the thick filaments by

el uso de técnicas de promediación de partículas aisladas

reconstruction

particle

averaging

unambiguously

techniques,

techniques
by

fitting

allowed

enabled
the
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permitió el cálculo de un mapa 3D a 2.5 nm. Este mapa

towards the thin filament groove removing the steric

3D fue interpretado de manera no ambigua al ajustar a él

block that hinder the attachment of the myosin heads to

la estructura atómica de la meromiosina pesada,

the actin molecules. There are two structural states for the

obteniéndose el modelo atómico del filamento grueso

thin filaments: the switched OFF state, in which

relajado,

e

tropomyosin blocks the myosin binding site of the actin

intermoleculares que mantienen a las cabezas de miosina

molecules; and the switched ON state in which the

formando hélices cercanas a la superficie del esqueleto.

tropomyosin move away into the groove releasing the

Evidencias de ME y difracción de rayos-X sugieren que

myosin binding site. On the other hand, the molecular

la fosforilación de las cadenas ligeras reguladoras de la

basis of the myosin-linked regulation is not well

miosina esta envuelta en el rompimiento de estas

understood6. Myosin-linked regulation occurs either by

interacciones, activando los filamentos gruesos por el

the direct binding of

desordenamiento y liberación de las cabezas de miosina,

chains, as in scallops7; or by the phosphorylation of the

permitiendo su interacción con los filamentos delgados.

myosin regulatory light chains (RLC), which takes place

Este modelo atómico ha abierto el camino para la

in some invertebrate striated muscles, for instance, in the

dilucidación del mecanismo molecular de la regulación

arthropod chelicerates8, as well as in vertebrate striated

ligada a miosina de la contracción de músculo estriado.

muscle9 and smooth muscle10.

———————————————————————

advance towards the understanding of the molecular

INTRODUCTION

mechanism of the myosin-linked regulation is the

———————————————————————

determination of the molecular structure of myosin thick

Muscle is formed by the overlapping of two

filaments. In this review we summarize how the negative

different sets of filaments, the thin and the thick

stain technique and the cryo-electron microscopy have

filaments. The contraction of muscle occurs when these

contributed to the understanding of the molecular

two sets of filaments slide actively one against the other,

structure of thick filaments from striated muscle, and,

el

cual

reveló

interacciones

intra-

1-3

Ca2+ ions to the myosin light

The limiting step to

shortening the sarcomere . Muscle contraction needs to

how

be controlled or regulated in an effective way such that

understanding more about the molecular mechanism of

this force production could be useful for programmed

the myosin-linked type of muscle contraction regulation.

movement. Nervous stimulation causes the release of
2+

2+

the

achieved

new

structure

can

help

on

The thick filaments of striated muscle are

Ca ions from the sarcoplasmic reticulum. The Ca ions

polymers of myosin II. The tails of the myosin molecules

can control the initiation of muscular contraction through

are packed together forming a central backbone, whereas

two ways: either by acting on the actin filaments, so-

the two heads from each myosin molecule are arranged

called thin filament regulation and/or by acting on the

on the surface of the backbone (see reviews in ref. 11 and

myosin filaments, so-called thick filament regulation4.

12), forming helices in the relaxed state13,14,15. Several

The

molecular

basis

of

the

actin-linked

reasons have slowed down obtaining high resolution

regulation is well understood, following the advances on

structures of thick filaments: on one hand, technical

the molecular structure of the thin filaments, owed to X-

difficulties on obtaining good native-like preservation of

5

ray diffraction and electron microscopic (EM) studies .

thick filaments by the standard negative stain electron

Thin filament regulation is mediated by the binding of

microscopic technique; and on the other, mathematical

2+

ions to troponin C, and involves -via the action of

difficulties on calculating the three-dimensional (3D)

the troponin complex- the movement of tropomyosin

helical reconstruction from these images. The species

Ca
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used has also been a very important factor: the thick
filaments from the arthropod chelicerates, especially
from the spider (tarantula) leg muscles, are the specimens
that have proved to be the most easily preserved
specimens for structural studies16.
During the past 43 years these difficulties have
been overcome, and it was in 2005 when the structure of
thick filaments at a quasi-atomic molecular resolution
was finally achieved17. To accomplish this final result a
method has been developed that allows the rapid freezing
of thick filaments preserving the arrangement of myosin
heads in helices, as visualized by low electron dose
EM18. However, the attempts to calculate a 3D
reconstruction of these frozen-hydrated filaments failed:
first, due to the impossibility of separating the overlapped
Bessel functions from these low-dose images19, and
secondly, as the preparation of thick filaments contained
a large quantity of thin filaments, making the sampling of
good areas in the electron micrographs -free of thin
filaments- an almost impossible task19. To overcome this
problem a method was developed that permits the
isolation of purified thick filaments20. The calculation of
the 3D reconstruction of these frozen-hydrated relaxed
purified thick filaments17 was achieved last year by using
a new method based on single particle averaging21. This
technique,

named

IHRSR,

when

applied

to

the

chelicerate cryo-EM data reveals a very detailed structure
of the thick filament17 and has provided important
structural clues that have opened the way to the
understanding of the molecular basis of one type of
myosin linked regulation - the one that occurs via the
myosin RLC phosphorylation.
———————————————————————
THE STRUCTURE OF THICK FILAMENTS
FROM STRIATED MUSCLE
———————————————————————

Figure 1: Electron micrographs of whole thick filament of striated
muscle from tarantula leg (a) negatively stained with uranyl acetate,
(b) unidirectionally shadowed with platinum (with the contrast
reversed, therefore the deposited metal looks white) and (c) frozenhydrated (purified with gelsolin to remove the thin filaments). The
three filaments show a bare zone (between the two bars) of length
about 210 nm, centrally located. The negatively stained thick
filament shown in (a), when viewed obliquely, displays clearly the
long-pitch helices of myosin heads as a result of the superposition
of the helically organized myosin molecules on the top and bottom
surfaces of the filament. The shadowed filament in (b) shows the
prominent sets of right-handed long-pitch helices of myosin heads
on the top surface of the filament, with the same handedness on
both sides across the bare zone. The frozen-hydrated filament in (c)
shows clear arrowhead motifs pointing towards the bare zone.
These arrow-like motifs results as well from the superposition of
the helically organized myosin molecules on the top and bottom
surfaces of the filament. This image was taken at an under-focus of
about 4.6 nm to enhance contrast. Electron micrographs (a) and (c)
were taken at low electron doses to preserve the structure. Vertical
bar length is 200 nm.

The initial insight on the structure of thick

result of the pioneer work of Hugh Huxley in 1963, who

filaments from striated muscle was the visualization of

observed for the first time isolated thick filaments from

vertebrate thick filaments on the electron microscope, the

vertebrate striated muscle by negatively staining13. He
16
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suggested, based on the thick filament EM images, the

reported24,25. Soon the helical order in negatively stained

first model of a thick filament in which the myosin tails

thick filaments from the striated muscle another

pack together forming the backbone, in an anti-parallel

arthropod chelicerate, tarantula27, as well as from

way, leaving a central zone (called bare zone) naked of

scallops26, were also preserved. For the thick filaments of

myosin heads, which were in the surface of the filaments

tarantula a 5 nm 3D helical reconstruction27 was

at both sides of the bare zone.

calculated, which was possible due to an algorithm27

The next pioneer work was achieved also by

programmed to separate the Bessel functions which

Hugh Huxley four years later, when in 1967 he was able

happen to overlap in the layer lines of the Fourier

to record the low-angle X-ray diffraction pattern of thick

transforms of the images from the chelicerate thick

filaments22. This diffraction pattern showed a series of

filaments, which was the problem that hampered

-1

with a meridional

achieving the full resolution of the 3D maps. In a short

reflection at 1/14.3 nm , indicating that the myosin heads

time, using this algorithm, the 5 nm resolution 3D helical

were arranged in helices with a distance between

reconstruction of Limulus and scorpion thick filaments

neighboring myosin heads of 14.3 nm and a helical repeat

was also calculated28. A new advance occurred when the

of 42.9 nm. Despite the important advancement achieved

thick filaments from scallop striated muscle were

observing that the myosin heads were arranged helically

visualized for the first time in the frozen-hydrated state29

on the surface of the thick filaments, the actual number of

opening the way to increase the actual resolution of the 5

helices as well as the myosin head disposition remained

nm negative stain 3D maps. However, as mentioned

unknown, as this information could not be obtained

before it has been for the tarantula muscle in which the

unambiguously from the X-ray diffraction patterns.

joining of different approaches has made possible a final

layer lines spaced 1/14.3 nm
-1

During the next 14 years, despite the intense

solution of the molecular structure of a striated muscle

work by several groups, no major advancement was

thick filament, which is the reason we will concentrate in

achieved obtaining additional structural information on

the rest of this review on the studies that have been done

the thick filaments, either by X-ray diffraction or EM.

with this specific arthropod chelicerate thick filament,

For unknown reasons, the negative staining method was

that have become an exemplar for the thick filament

not good enough to preserve the helical order that was

structure.

seen in the same conditions by low-angle X-ray

———————————————————————

diffraction. The myosin heads seen in the negatively

The structure of thick filaments from tarantula

stained specimen were completely disordered, as opposed

striated muscle

to the helical order detected by X-ray in the same

———————————————————————

conditions. A breakthrough happened in 1981 when Bob

We soon succeeded in observing by negative staining the

Kensler and Rhea Levine observed for the first time

presence of helices of myosin heads in relaxed isolated

helical order in negatively stained specimens of striated

thick filament from striated muscle from tarantula legs16

muscle from Limulus, an arthropod chelicerate23. The

(fig. 1a). The electron micrographs showed also in some

images from negatively stained thick filament from

regions where the myosin heads were disordered, weak 4

Limulus revealed four helical tracks with a repeat of 43.5

nm longitudinal features running parallel to the filament

nm in agreement with the X-ray diffraction patterns from

axis16. At the same time Bob Kensler and coworkers

Limulus15, and a preliminary 3D helical reconstruction

succeeded also in preserving the thick filaments from

with myosin heads spaced 14.5 nm axially was

tarantula muscle32 which they found were similar to the
17
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scorpion and Limulus thick filaments. Using metal

visualize 3D maps, which were actually built in balsa

shadowing we established that these helices were right-

wood or by staking transparencies of the transverse

33,34

handed

(fig 1b), and using image analysis we

sections. Therefore, a computer program was written to

demonstrated that there were 4 helices, succeeding on

plot in the new available computer graphics raster

calculating a 3D helical reconstruction by solving the

displays the surface representation of the thick filament

mentioned problem of the overlapping of Bessel

reconstruction as a stack of transverse sections27. This 3D

functions27,33,34. By the same time, Rhea Levine and

map (fig. 2a), was calculated at an average resolution of 5

coworkers studied the thick filaments from tarantula

nm, and shows 4 helical tracks with detailed information.

35

the

The reconstructed 3D map was interpreted as formed by

handedness of the myosin helices, the axial spacing and

the two elongated heads of a myosin molecule; one

helical repeat period and the number of helices; and,

pointing approximately axially towards the bare zone,

determining the presence of an extra protein component,

and the other pointing in the opposite direction, making a

the paramyosin, accounting to 24% of the molecules in

slew angle of about 45 degrees with the axis (fig 2a, top).

these filaments, with a paramyosin: myosin heavy chain

The envelope of the heads (myosin sub-fragment 1 [S1])

molecular ratio of 0.31. At that time there was no way to

on the reconstruction closely resembled the head

muscle

confirming

the

results

concerning

Figure 2: Longitudinal and transverse views of the three-dimensional reconstructions of tarantula thick filaments calculated by different 3D
reconstruction techniques (helical reconstruction vs. iterative helical real-space reconstruction21 IHRSR) from images visualized with different EM
techniques (negative staining vs. frozen hydrated cryo-EM). Negatively stained thick filaments (a-d): the calculated 3D map helical reconstruction
(~5 nm resolution), with Bessel function overlapping separation27 as visualized (a) initially with a raster display program27, (b) and (c) are negative
staining maps calculated at high and low density contour levels compared with the 3D map (d) calculated with the IHRSR technique21 using the same
negatively stained data27 (~5 nm resolution at high density contour levels). The maps (b) – (e) were visualized with Chimera64 (USCF, University of
California). Frozen-hydrated thick filaments (e-f): the calculated averaged (without Bessel function separation) 3D map helical reconstruction (5 nm
resolution) (e), and calculated with the IHRSR technique21 (2.5 nm resolution) (f). The reconstruction shown in (f) is similar in overall appearance to
that determined by helical reconstruction of negatively stained specimens (b,c) and IHRSR (d) but shows dramatic and crucial new details (both in
the surface and in the backbone) not previously seen. Transverse sections of each reconstruction (14.5 nm thick) show a 4-fold symmetric
arrangement of myosin heads (at high radius); however, only in (f) a ring of twelve 4 nm-diameter subfilaments (arrow) are clearly seen. The J
feature is clearly seen in (d) and (f), is apparent in (c), and only the top bar of the “J” is seen on (e). 3D maps are oriented with the bare zone at the
bottom. Bar 10 nm.
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structure as seen in shadowed pictures of isolated myosin
36

molecules , the curved shape seen on S1-decorated thin

two heads from a myosin molecule ran along the helical
tracks anti-parallel to each other with their nucleotide

filaments

37,

and details of the heads seen in isolated thick

pockets opposed. The arrangement, that was in

filaments

38

which were the only available structural

agreement with bis22ATP cross-linking evidence45,46,

information on the S1 structure at that time. Our

suggested a simple mechanism for the stabilization of

interpretation, therefore, was that the heads were splayed

myosin head helices in relaxed muscle via the formation

appearing to point in opposite directions along the

of intermolecular “dimmers” of heads from axially

filament axis and located very close to the filament

adjacent myosin molecules44. One problem of the

backbone (fig 2a, bottom). This interpretation of the 3D

approach of fitting single S1 structures was that they

map densities was not the only one possible, and clearly a

were not interconnected via the myosin tail coiled-coil α-

higher resolution was indeed needed to interpret

helices. The other problem was the lack of enough detail

unambiguously the thick filament 3D map. Using the

in the 3D map surface to identify the region where the

same Bessel separation algorithm we reported27, Murray

myosin sub-fragment 2 (S2) enters into the backbone

Stewart and coworkers calculated the 3D reconstructions

which was very important to position the myosin heads

39

of the related Limulus and scorpion

muscle thick

for the fitting. Therefore, the next step in improving the

filaments at about the same 5 nm resolution which were

fitting was to use the new heavy meromyosin (HMM)

interpreted

anti-parallel

atomic model47 to fit it computationally against the

interpretation27. In subsequent studies we were able to

densities (instead of in the envelope as before) of the 3D

visualize the myosin helices directly in situ in sarcomeres

map (fig 2b). At that time, when exploring the lower

favoring

our

proposed

40

of longitudinal sections of whole tarantula muscle , and

density contour levels of the map, the higher radius

confirmed with a direct experimental approach that the

structural details of the 3D map densities were picked up

41

rotational symmetry was N=4 in transverse sections .

and described as J-shaped and spur featured48 (fig 2c)

The use of improved rendering programs to

which we thought had approximately the size and shape

visualize the tarantula thick filament 3D map (fig 2b)

of a myosin head48. We modeled the surface array of

provided a more advanced way to interpret the densities

myosin heads on the thick filaments using a model of a

of the map42.

two-headed regulated myosin molecule in which the

When Ivan Rayment and coworkers
43

reported in 1993 the atomic structure of S1 they kindly

RLCs of the two heads together form a compact head-

provided us with images of this atomic structure at

tail-junction (fig 3b), which was computationally fit

approximately similar views as the bilobated features on

against the 3D map densities48. In the best model

the 3D map, that we visually 2D fit to it resulting in the

obtained each ridge was formed by the motor domain of a

first splayed-heads atomic model (fig 5b) of the thick

head pointing to the bare zone together with the head-tail

filament42. Some time later, Ivan Rayment provided us

junction of a neighboring molecule, with the heads

with the α-carbon atomic coordinates of S1 (fig 3a)

pointing to the Z-disc intermittently occupying the J-

which we used to visually fit in 3D (using a stereo

position (fig 5d). In this model each motor domain

viewer) six S1 structures into the 3D envelope of the 3D

interacted with the myosin essential light chain (ELC)

map (fig 5c) to define more precisely the location of the

and RLC of the neighboring heads48. We claimed that a

domains and active sites of the myosin head44 as at that

near-radial spoke in the reconstruction connecting the

time we had no mathematical way to fit it against the 3D

backbone to one end of the ridge could be identified as

map densities. A good fit was only obtained when the

the start of the coiled-coil tail48.
19
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Figure 3: Atomic structure of the myosin molecule used for the fitting to the 3D maps: (a) the myosin sub-fragment 1 (S1) crystallographic structure43
(PDB 1mys) from chicken striated muscle; (b) the symmetric head-tail-junction theoretical model48 obtained by adding a head-tail junction model of
scallop myosin47 by joining the crystal structure of a scallop regulatory domain to a model of the first 102 residues of the scallop coiled coil tail, plus
a chicken skeletal motor domain43 for each head; (c) the asymmetric “interacting-heads” atomic model53,54 (PDB 1i84, left is the “blocked-head”,
right is the “free-head”) obtained from EM of 2D-crystals of smooth myosin; and (d) the asymmetric “interacting-heads” atomic model derived for
the thick filament of tarantula stiated muscle27 .

state such that the myosin helices were fully preserved, as
In retrospect, the major problems that hampered

confirmed by their Fourier transforms18. The next

the interpretation of the 3D map of the negatively stained

obstacle we faced after being able to preserve the helical

thick filament were that the level of structural details has

array, which made very difficult to calculate a 3D helical

a limited resolution of only 5 nm, and that choosing the

reconstruction19, was the unexpected increase of the

cutoff level to be used from the 3D map was not

presence of thin filaments in the frozen-hydrated

straightforward. The resolution problem is clearly

preparations. This problem was solved using the protein

illustrated in figure 4 where it is shown how a

gelsolin49 to fragment the actin filaments which finally

hypothetical atomic model for a thick filament (fig 4a,

enabled the purification of the thick filaments20. Fig. 1c

bottom) built from an arbitrary atomic model of a myosin

shows a frozen-hydrated gelsolin-purified tarantula thick

molecule (fig 4a, top) would look in the EM as visualized

filament in the relaxed state, with a 2.4 nm resolution as

in the EM by decreasing resolutions (1.2, 5, and 5 nm, fig

deduced from the image transforms.

4b-d), indicating the unavoidable need to increase the
experimental resolution from the 5 nm achievable by
negative staining (fig. 4d) to at least up to 2.4 nm (fig 4c) or better 1.2 nm, fig 4b) to enable an unambiguous
interpretation of the 3D map in molecular (or atomic)
terms. Therefore our efforts at that time were
concentrated in obtaining better preserved specimens
imaged at the best possible EM conditions. To preserve
the thick filament as well as possible, and to avoid the
artifacts that negatively staining produce on them, as for
instance the necessary drying, we started to setup a way
to rapidly freeze isolated tarantula thick filaments in
liquid ethane/propane. Unfortunately the preservation of
the helical array, in spite of the important advances
achieved in scallop thick filament26, proved not to be an
easy task at all; however, we eventually succeeded in
obtaining frozen-hydrated thick filaments in the relaxed

Figure 4: Comparison of how (a) hypothetical atomic models of the
myosin molecule (top) and a thick filaments (bottom) should appear
when visualized at different spatial resolutions of (b) 1.2 nm, (c) 2.4
nm and (d) 5 nm. In the example of an atomic model of a myosin
molecule shown in the top part of (a), one head is arbitrarily
pointing up towards the tail and the other pointing down in an
opposite way. Only at the resolution of 2.4 nm (c) or higher, 1.2 nm
(b) it is possible to unambiguously recognize the details of the
single myosin molecule on the 3D map, whereas at the lower
resolution of 5 nm (d), that is not possible anymore. It is also clear
that the backbone substructure details only begin to be resolved to
at least the 2.4 nm (c) resolution.
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We worked for a long time on the calculation of

2004 we finally succeeded on calculating a preliminary

the 3D helical reconstruction of the frozen-hydrated thick

frozen-hydrated 3D map using it. For using this

filament which proved also to be a very difficult task, as

approach, the images from several frozen- hydrated thick

separating the overlapping Bessel functions using our

filaments were cut in many small image segments

27

original algorithm

failed due to the weak intensity of

(helical particles) and chopped into small fragments

the frozen-hydrated images; therefore, unfortunately only

containing a bit more than the 43.5 nm repeat distance of

an average frozen-hydrated helical reconstruction -

the helices. These images are different views of the same

without the separation of the overlapped Bessel

“single particle” thick filament. Several thousands of

19

(fig. 2e) blurring the map

them were classified according to the projections of an

details. A very recent and different algorithm50 for

initial model (the negative stain 3D map, for instance),

separating the overlapping of the Bessel functions also

averaged, symmetrized and a back-projected using single

failed to work with the tarantula frozen-hydrate EM data.

particle

By the year 2000 we decided to try some of the several

reconstruction was in turn used as a new reference map,

new algorithms developed to calculate non-helical

and the process was repeated until it converged to a

reconstruction in real space using “single particle”

stable 3D map21. Three independent 3D maps calculated

approaches. One of them, developed at Holmes’ lab51

using the IHRSR technique were indeed very similar.

also failed. The other was the newer approach called

This procedure is a way to avoid the separation of the

“Iterated Helical Real Space Reconstruction” (IHRSR)

overlapped Bessel functions as the calculation of the 3D

functions- was possible

21

reconstruction

algorithms52

This

first

which we could not

map, as mentioned, is made in real space, without using

implement initially after it was published; however, in

the Fourier-Bessel helical reconstruction algorithm. The

developed by Ed Egelman

Figure 5: Molecular interpretations of the different calculated 3D maps: Anti-parallel splayed-heads arrangement: (a) first interpretation of the
negatively stained (5 nm resolution) 3D map (fig. 2a), based on the visual inspection of how the assumed envelope of the putative heads on the
reconstruction resembled the head structure as available in 1984 (shadowed myosin molecules36, head details from isolated thick filaments37 and
myosin head curved shaped from S1-decorated thin filaments38), and in which the two elongated heads of a myosin molecule points in opposite
directions; (b) similar interpretation by visual 2D fitting of different 2D projections of the S1 structure43 to the better visualized negatively stained
3D map (fig. 2b). Intermolecular dimmers arrangement: (c) single visual stereo 3D-fitting of six α-carbon S1 structures43 to the envelope of the
negatively stained 3D map (fig 2b), also with anti-parallel splayed heads. Intermittently head arrangement: (d) computerized 3D fitting of a
symmetric head-tail junction model47 to the densities of the negatively stained 3D map48 (fig 2c). Back-paralleled interacting-heads arrangement:
visual 3D-fitting of the asymmetric “interacting-heads” atomic model53,54 (fig 3c) to the frozen-hydrated (2.4 nm resolution) 3D map (fig. 2e), in
which both heads of a myosin molecule are pointing back to the tail in the direction of the bare zone. This fitting (e) as different to the four (a-d) is
unambiguous as -due to the higher resolution achieved- the details on the 3D map can be adjusted precisely with the interacting-heads atomic model
(fig 3c), especially the S2 fragment (arrow), a part of the myosin not seen in the previous 3D maps (fig. 3a-e). Figure (e) was done using Chimera64.
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new map showed a detailed repeating motif on the

that we first pointed out clearly17. The strong similarity

surface of the filament (fig. 2f) representing pairs of

between the structures of the myosin molecule isolated

myosin heads which appears like a “J”. Four of these

from smooth chicken muscle and from tarantula striated

motifs,

filament

muscle suggest that this “interacting-heads” structure

circumference, occur at regular axial intervals of 14.5 nm

may underlie the relaxed state of thick filaments, in both

(fig 2f). This 4-fold rotationally symmetric arrangement

smooth and myosin-regulated striated muscles over a

equally

spaced

around

the

o

twists by 30 from one 14.5 nm level to the next, creating

wide range of species17. On the other hand, the new 3D

four parallel, right-handed, helical tracks, with a helical

map17 revealed (fig. 2f) new details on the backbone of

repeat of 43.5 nm. This new 3D map was interpreted17

the thick filament not seen before. For the first time it

when realizing the close similarity between the shape of

was revealed that the backbone comprise twelve

this “J” feature with the recently reported “interacting-

approximately parallel strands, each of ~ 4 nm in

53,54

(fig 3c), obtained by

diameter (and therefore containing more than one 2 nm

EM from 2D crystals of smooth muscle HMM, as shown

diameter myosin tail), centered at a radius of ~8 nm from

in fig. 5e. This “interacting-heads” atomic model is in the

the filament axis (fig. 2f).

switched OFF state, with the RLCs dephosphorylated,

———————————————————————

and the myosin molecule shows an asymmetric

THE MOLECULAR MECHANISM OF MYOSIN-

interaction between its two heads, with the actin-binding

LINKED REGULATION OF MUSCLE

region of one head (the ‘blocked’ head) interacting with

CONTRACTION

the converter and ELC regions of the other (the ‘free’

———————————————————————

heads” atomic model of HMM

53, 54

. This heads-down, pointing to the bare zone

In figure 6 our current thinking is summarized

interpretation was a completely unexpected surprise, as

on the structure of the thick filaments of tarantula striated

myosin heads were previously interpreted either as anti-

muscle in the relaxed state. Myosin molecules, with their

head)

27

parallel splayed heads

with one head pointing away

from the tail and the other head pointing towards the tail,
12

two

heads

in

the

asymmetric

interacting-heads

configuration (fig 6a) are packed together forming the

or parallel heads (see review in ref ), both pointing away

four helices of myosin head pairs (fig 6b) which form the

from the myosin tail; but in no case with both heads

relaxed thick filament (fig 6c). Why do the myosin heads

pointing in the contrary direction, i.e. towards the tail.

form helices in the relaxed state? The myosin heads form

This asymmetric interacting-heads atomic structure fits

helices because they are in the switched OFF

very precisely into the J motif of the reconstruction as

conformation in which both; the blocked head and the

confirmed by the 3D fitting of the motor domains and the

free head conformations, are such that specific interacting

light chain domains of the two heads (fig 5e), indicating

occurs between them by forming three intramolecular

that this structure derived from smooth muscle is also

interactions, stabilizing the head pairs; and because the

present in the thick filament of striated muscle. This new

head pairs interact between then by forming two

fitting, as different to the four previous ones shown in

intermolecular interactions, as we have described17,

figure 5a-d, is unambiguous as –due to the higher

(shown in detail in figure 7). We have described (fig 7)

resolution achieved- the details on the 3D map can be

two intramolecular interactions between the ELC and the

adjusted precisely with the asymmetric-heads atomic

converter domain of the free head, the motor domain of

model, and especially the sub-fragment S2, a part of the

the blocked head, and one intramolecular interactions

myosin molecule not seen in the previous 3D maps, and

between the S2 and the actin-binding domain of the
22
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blocked head; as well as two intermolecular interactions

in scallops7; or by the phosphorylation of the myosin

between the ELC of a blocked head with the actin-

RLCs, as occurs, for instance, in the chelicerates8,64. We

binding site of the neighboring head, and between the

think that the determination of the molecular structure of

SH3 domain of the blocked head and the tail of a

the myosin thick filaments from tarantula muscle can

17

neighbor molecule . Therefore due to these five

help towards the understanding of the phosphorylation-

interactions the thick filament shown in figure 6c which

type of myosin-linked regulation. For the myosin head to

is on the switched OFF state (with the RLCs

interact with the thin filaments, in order to produce the

dephosphorylated) have the myosin heads helically

muscle contraction, the thick filaments must first become

arranged, and packed on top of the backbone surface,

activated. The activation of the thick filaments is the

away from the thin filaments.

physiological release of the myosin heads from the thick

How this increased understanding on the atomic

filament surface just before force development. It is a

structure of the tarantula thick filaments can help

required intermediate step towards the actual interaction

understanding the molecular mechanism of myosin-

of the myosin heads and the thin filaments.

linked regulation of muscle contraction? As mentioned

How are thick filaments activated? When we

before the myosin-linked regulation occurs either by the

interpreted the first low resolution tarantula 3D map27 we

direct binding of Ca2+ ions to the myosin light chains, as

suggested that the proposed structure (fig 5a) could have
implications for contraction mechanisms as indicated by
the striking stacking interaction between heads from
axially

neighboring

myosin

molecules.

We

also

suggested at that time that in the relaxed state (with
dephosphorylated RLCs) the myosin heads were closely
associated with the thick filament backbone and with
each other, such that this ordered structure was physically
locked (such as a “zipper fastener”) through the tips of
the heads, helping to maintain the “off” state of the
filament, by preventing interaction with actin; and we
also

speculated

that

the

observed

intermolecular

interactions could be related to the co-operative
switching “on” of filaments that occurs when some
muscles are activated55 allowing the heads to interact
Figure 6: Our current interpretation of the structure of the thick
filament of tarantula muscle (b) formed by myosin molecules with
their heads rigid pointing back to the myosin tail when in the
relaxed OFF state (RLC dephosphorylated). This switched OFF
structure of the thick filament warrants that the myosin heads are
held down close to the filament backbone, such that they can not
interact with the thin filaments, and shown in the relaxed sarcomere
(c). When Ca2+, via calmodulin and the myosin light chain kinase
phosphorylates the myosin RLC65, they switched ON the myosin
heads become flexible, and disordered, and move away from the
filament surface, protruding towards the thin filaments, and
activating the thick filament as shown in (d). The activated
filaments can interact with the thin filaments, if they are also
switched ON, producing force, and sliding of both sets of filaments
one against the other, shortening the sarcomere, as shown in (e) the
contracting sarcomere.

with actin. To test these ideas we explored by negative
staining the structural changes associated to the
phosphorylation of the myosin RLCs56. In these muscles
an increase of citosolic Ca2+ led to the RLC
phosphorylation via calmodulin and myosin light chain
kinase. We found that in the tarantula thick filaments the
RLC phosphorylation was accompanied by a loss of
order of the helical array of myosin heads characteristic
of the relaxed filament, and by a potentiation of the actin
23
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and may play a role in facilitation myosin cross bridge
interaction with actin. We envisage the activation of the
thick filaments as the physiological release of heads from
the thick filament surface before force development, as
shown in figure 6d; which leads to the actual interaction
between the activated myosin heads and the thin
filaments, producing contraction and the shortening of
the sarcomere (fig 6e). In the case of the tarantula
muscle, it is still not clear if the phosphorylation of the
RLC directly regulate (as happen in smooth muscle and
in Limulus for instance) or just modulate the number of
myosin heads that become activated: i.e. disordered and
closer to interact with the thin filament. This mechanism
could be a way to modulate the number of heads involved

Figure 7: Intra- and intermolecular interactions of myosin heads in
the tarantula thick filament14. The atomic model of the tarantula
thick filament reveal17 three intramolecular interactions, two between
the blocked-head actin binding domain and the ELC, and the
converter domain of the free-head of the same molecule (yellow
ellipsis); and, another between the actin binding domain and the S2
of the same molecule (yellow arrow); and two intermolecular
interactions, one interaction between the actin binding domain of the
free-head of a myosin head and the ELC of the neighboring blockedhead (red ellipsis), with another interaction between the myosin tail
and the SH3 domain of the neighboring blocked-head (red bracket).
This figure was done using Chimera64.

disordering of scallop thick filaments occurs as fast as 30

activity56.

ms when detected by measurements of the disordering

activation

of

the

myosin

Mg-ATPase

actively in producing force after a series of twitches in
tetanus59. In other species that have myosin-linked
regulation, like mollusks (scallops), the activation is
controlled directly by Ca2+ as it has been found that the
Ca2+ disorders the helical array of myosin heads60. This

Therefore, we suggested that in the relaxed state, when
the myosin RLC were not phosphorylated, the myosin
heads were held down on the filament backbone by headhead interactions, or by interactions of the myosin heads
with the filament backbone; whereas the phosphorylation
of the myosin RLCs may alter these interactions so that
the heads become more loosely associated with the
filament backbone giving rise to the observed changes
and facilitating the interaction of the heads with the thin
filaments. From equatorial X-ray diffraction patterns of
tarantula muscles in the phosphorylated state we detected
a mass movement in the myosin filaments that supports
this finding57. Our results were also consistent with a
movement of the myosin heads away from the thick
filament backbone as modeling suggested that the
movement was about 6 nm58.

Therefore, in tarantula

striated muscle, myosin light chain phosphorylation,
produces the release and disordering of the myosin heads

Figure 8: Diagram summarizing the behavior of the myosin heads.
Left: in the relaxed (switched OFF) state, in the absence of Ca2+ (or
with the RLC dephosphorylated), the heads are rigid, pointing back
toward the tail and interacting between them53,54. Right: following
activation (switched ON), after RLC phosphorylation (or in the
presence of Ca2+)56, the heads become flexible, and get disordered.
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time course by rapid negative staining61, whereas the re-

———————————————————————

ordering is detected in about 80 ms. For the case of the

CONCLUSIONS

tarantula thick filaments, our previous results using the

———————————————————————

56

standard (static) negative staining technique

indicates

The structure of thick filaments of striated

that phosphorylation induces disorder in about 5 min., the

muscle in the relaxed state has been finally understood at

earliest experimentally detectable time point. So, we can

a quasi-atomic molecular level. The structure reveals

conclude that in the myosin-linked regulated striated

intra- and intermolecular interactions that keep heads

muscle, the thick filaments are activated either directly

together forming helices close to the surface of the

2+

by Ca

2+

(in mollusks) or by Ca

via calmodulin and

MLCK phosphorylation of the RLCs (in chelicerates).
Why on activation do the myosin heads get

backbone of the thick filament of striated muscle from
tarantula. The similarity between the structure of the
myosin molecule in a 2D crystal from

a vertebrate

disordered and protruded away from the filament

smooth muscle and in a thick filament from an

backbone following the RLC phosphorylation? Structural

invertebrate

evidences on isolated myosin molecules of scallop

intramolecular, interacting head structure may be a

62-63

striated muscle under activation conditions

striated

muscle

suggest

that

the

indicates

general motif for the relaxed state of phosphorylation

that in the relaxed switched OFF state the two heads of a

regulated myosin filaments in smooth and striated

myosin molecule are held down towards it tails forming a

muscles of many species. Evidence suggests that the

rigid structure with low ATPase activity, and that when

RLC phosphorylation induce the weakening and/or

2+

it causes

breaking of these interactions allowing the activation of

random flexing of the heads around the junction with the

the thick filaments, producing the disordering and

tail as summarized in fig 8. In the tarantula thick

releasing out of the myosin heads, and enabling their

filament, a similar situation can take place, suggesting

interaction with the thin filaments. These results have

that the intra and intermolecular interactions, as well as

opened the way to understand the molecular mechanism

the intermolecular interaction shown in figure 7 are -in

of myosin-linked regulation of muscle contraction.

some degree- diminished or broken after the RLCs are

———————————————————————

phosphorylated.
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